INSPECTION SYSTEM TRAINING

Maximize your equipment and personnel with hands on training for your inspection systems. With the expert training provided by our PMMI Certified Service Technicians, you will receive professional training for all your personnel to ensure proper knowledge on each individual unit. Silgan offers several tiers of training along with system health checks. Call today for pricing and scheduling your appointment. Allow Silgan to assist you in getting the best out of your inspection system.

TRAINING 101 - BASIC OPERATION

This is an introduction to the general operation of the inspection system. The class is targeted towards basic operators. The goal is to train operators in the basic use of the system. Training will allow the operator to become efficient in the daily operation of the machine. Training is done on site in one section, classroom.

Topics Include (but are not limited to):
- Machine Components
- Power Cycling
- Image Acquisition
- Container Inspection
- Container Rejection
- Data
- Machine Care

TRAINING 201 - SUPERVISOR LEVEL TRAINING AND SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

This is an introduction to the setup, operation, and maintenance of the inspection system. The class is targeted towards supervisor level users. The goal is to train supervisors in the basic setup and modification of runtime parameters, limits, and changing jobs. Training will allow the supervisor to become efficient in the setting up and maintaining recipes/jobs. Training is done on site in two sections: classroom, and hands on.

Topics Include (but are not limited to):
- Training 101 - Basic Operation Training Topics
- Recipe / Job Setup and Modification
- Analyzing Rejected Product Data
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TRAINING 301 - MAINTENANCE LEVEL TRAINING AND SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

This is an introduction to the maintenance level operations. The class is targeted towards master level users. The goal is to train master level users in troubleshooting the system. Training will allow the master level user to become proficient in system troubleshooting reducing line downtime. A well trained master level user will ensure your system remains in operation. Training is done on site in two sections: classroom, and hands on.

Topics Include (but are not limited to):
Training 101 - Basic Operation Training Topics
Training 201 - Supervisor Level Training Topics
Maintenance and Troubleshooting

Option: Take All Three Classes!
Training 101, 201, and 301 can be combined or tailored to suit your specific needs. Training can be conducted at our Waukegan facility or at your location. It is recommended to refresh your training once a year.

Why Choose Silgan Equipment?
- Silgan’s expertise and leadership has served our customers for over 80 years with closure and equipment solutions.
- Today, Silgan Equipment business partners exceed their standards for quality and support world-wide. Many of the top food and beverage processors rely on us for their quality assurance programs.
- With our 24/7 support line and full-service technicians located throughout the continental US, we stand by our products and help you get the best out of your operation.
- Silgan Equipment is a proud member of the Silgan family of companies. We deliver the best-in-class service you deserve. We know your packaging and can help you grow.

LET US HELP TAKE YOUR BUSINESS TO THE NEXT LEVEL!

Capping
Material Handling
Quality Inspection
Rebuild & Engineering Services

Take Advantage of Silgan’s Large U.S. Service Network

To start improving your productivity, call: 847.336.0552